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extent dependent on the learner and the purpose he has
in mind that it is hard to write generally on it. Most
educators up to the beginning of this century insisted on
too much memorizing—and that by rote, to make matters
worse.
Then there was a great revolt from such mechanical
acquisition of knowledge based probably on the fact that
though by 1910 we had a generation of people who had
all been through some school, it was found that of actual
learning they had retained next to nothing.
More and more educators accept the theory that children
must be self-educated and that desire for knowledge, if
only as a means to an end, is a sine qua non of true and
lasting results. Such a theory stressing zeal, initiative,
choice, first-hand experience and practical work can, if
badly applied, leave little place for memory work and if
examinations ever lose their function as classifiers of
children, memory work may be pushed yet farther into
the background. That might be disastrous, and even
now many a learner—from child to university student—
spoils his work because once having understood a process,
or mastered the cause of a phenomenon, or seen through
a classification that he must use constantly, he will not
memorize it.
Surely such mental slackness is unintelligent, and why
certain advertised nostrums for self-improvement are
believed in and found effective is partly becaiise the vendors
give their buyers dodges of all kinds for memorizing essential
facts. The broad road of psychological rectitude is far
easier to traverse. * In the first case every student must
decide what is worth while for htm to memorize, for no
one wishes to go back to the days when history, geography,
lives of great men were first potted and then learnt by heart.
If, for example, he finds it valuable to read a certain
chapter of history, he should also find it valuable to be
able to recall at least the main points in the historian's

